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November 12,2009

New Hampshire Transmission Commission
Senator Martha Fuller Clark, Chair
State House Room 302
107 N. Main St.
Concord, NH 03301
Dear Senator Fuller Clark and Commission Members,
The New Hampshire Transmission Commission ("NHTC") has a difficult assignment and
a very significant responsibility, but at the same time has a wonderful opportunity to
move New Hampshire forward in the area of green alternative energy and substantially
contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gases. The state has set an objective of 25%
alternative energy by the year 2025. This can be accomplished.
AVER, the Androscoggin Valley Economic Recovery Foundation, is concerned about
economic development and job creation in the Androscoggin Valley, Coos County. One
of our objectives is to continue to develop the alternative energy industry.in this region.
The North Country currently provides over half of New Hampshire's alternative energy.
This industry could continue to grow and create hundreds of jobs provided that the
Northern Loop Transmission Lines (map illustration attached) could be sufficiently
upgraded to handle the export of the 400 MW of currently proposed alternative energy
projects (list attached).
There are currently a number of obstacles that are preventing the efficient and effective
upgrade of the Northern Loop. First, the current ISO regulations do not provide for a fair
and equal allocation of upgrade costs to all proposed generators on a per MW basis. One
of the current ISO options is the "minimum interconnection standard" which allows
generators to connect to the grid at essentially no cost based on a queue system up to
available grid capacity but does not accommodate the possible upgrade costs if more
generators are available than existing grid capacity. There is a possibility to upgrade the
loop capacity from 100 megawatts to 190 MW for 30 to 60 million dollars or to upgrade
it fully from 100 MW to 400MW for 150 to 200 million dollars. However the ISO has no
requirement that an generators using the loop must proportionately contribute to the
upgrade. Secondly, PSNH could upgrade the Northern Loop so long as the upgrade costs
would be allowed to be included in the rate base by the PUC. However, if the PUC does
not allow these costs to be included in the rate base then it creates a "catch 22" situation.
The investors in the independent generators would build the alternative energy plants if
there was transmission capacity to export the electricity but the PUC would not allow the
upgrade costs until the alternative energy generators were up and running. Third, the
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state has set an objective of 25% alternative energy created in New Hampshire by the
year 2025. Setting the objective is honorable and consistent with federal alternative
energy objectives; however, without financial commitments and/or guarantees of some
type by the government to overcome the "catch 22" situation the objective may never be
met.
Currently the NHTC is considering various proposals of how to allocate the upgrade
costs (between generators and transmission lines) with the least possible impact on the
rate payers. The real policy question though is; Are we going to support and facilitate
alternative energy generators in NH which keep the energy dollars within our state
and create jobs and economic activity for us or are we going to continue sending
energy dollars out of our state for fossil fuels and continue contributing to green
house gases without the creation of new jobs? From a policy perspective, if we want to
increase alternative energy and reduce fossil fuel consumption, it would make much more
sense to allocate all of the upgrade costs required for renewable energy transmission lines
to the generators using fossil fuels or nuclear fuel rather than to the green alternative
energy generators. This may not be a feasible alternative but it emphasizes the need to
facilitate and promote alternative energy rather than maintaining status quo. The North
Country alternative energy projects will create and support hundreds ofjobs while
creating wealth by keeping many more energy dollars inside our state rather than sending
them to foreign countries or other states.
Allocating any upgrade costs between the generators and distributors may create
economic hurdles to the development of an alternative energy industry in the North
Country. Allocating upgrade costs to PSNH may result in the rate payers paying all of the
upgrade cost. However, regardless of the upgrade costs, the rate payers will ultimately
wind up paying for the upgrade, if not directly then through the charges that an
alternative energy generator would have to charge in order to stay profitable. This is only
true though if all of the North Country newly generated electricity is used within New
Hampshire. If the generators sell electricity to other states, then New Hampshire residents
may wind up with a disproportionate share of the upgrade costs since FERC currently
does not provide a mechanism for the transmitters to add a proportionate share of the
instate upgrade cost to residents in other states. Ideally, since ISO New England covers
all six states, all upgrade costs associated with alternative energy generators throughout
New England should be socialized to all New England rate payers. By allocating each
state's necessary upgrade costs for each state's alternative energy projects it would assure
that all users share equally in the cost of creating alternative energy. Also, by spreading it
throughout New England, the impact on each rate payer would be negligible. All of the
New England transmission line reliability upgrade costs are currently handled in this
way. Socializing the upgrade costs across NE is something that the New Hampshire
Transmission Commission could recommend to ISO New England and/or recommend to
FERC to allow transmitters in each state to levy additional transmission charges for
generators requiring upgrades in New Hampshire and selling electricity out of state.
In the long run biomass energy win be less expensive than oil and the rate payers will
benefit financially but also in realizing a healthier, cleaner and carbon neutral
environment.
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The most important task facing the New Hampshire Transmission Commission is that it
needs to act and make a decision as soon as possible. The decision of the NHTC needs to
be undoubtedly in favor of the development of green alternative energy rather than any
other economic component because the alternative energy projects will take two years to
complete. Two years from now, when the economy is back on track, energy prices are
skyrocketing and construction costs are way up again, we don't want to be saying "we
could have, we would have and we should have"!

Sincerely yours,

~

Max Makaitis
AVER Executive Director and
Androscoggin Valley
Economic Development Director

Cc: Office of the Governor
The Honorable John Lynch
25 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301
Executive Councilor
Raymond S. Burton
338 River Road
Bath, NH 03740
Senator John Gallus
Legislative Office Building
Room 103
33 North State Street
Concord, NH 03301
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Total renewable generation in Northern NH: 419.9 MW
Total proposed in Northern NH: 403 MW
Total renewables in NH: About 770 MW
Note: Map Is not to scale; megawatt output is approximate
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Existing
Smith Hydro

I

Canaan Hydro

18.7 MW

Hydro

PSNH

Jericho Mt.

3MW

Wind

Loranger Power
Generation

1.4 MW

Hydro

PSNH

Granite Reliable

99MW

Wind

I

Noble Environmental
Power

Hydro

II PSNH

CPO Berlin
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29MW

Biomass

Clean Power
Development

Laidlaw
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65MW

Biomass

Laidlaw Berlin, LLC

Balsams
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27MW
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Wind

I Tillotson Corp.

Northern Wind
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180MW
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Wind
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2.5MW

Lost Nation CT

I

18.0 MW
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Jet

Errol Dam
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3.3MW

I

Hydro

Gorham Hydro

Proposed

I PSNH

I Brascan Energy
Marketing
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Pontook Hydro
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11.0 MW

Hydro

Bethlehem Power
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18.0 MW

I

Biomass

Whitefield Power
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15.0 MW
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Biomass

Moore/Comerford
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320MW
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Hydro

Brookfield
(former Berlin mill)

30MW
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Brookfield Power

I

SUEZ Energy
Generation NA, Inc
DG Whitefield, LLC
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II

II
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Freshet Wind Energy,
LLC

Total Proposed Generation in Northern NH: 403 MW

TransCanada Hydro
Northeast
Brookfield Renewable
Power
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Total Existing Generation in Northern NH: 437.9 MW

Note: Megawatt output is approximate
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